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Dear friends,

Welcome to the December issue of the EU-
CONSENT Newsletter!

This issue comes a bit earlier than usual in order for 
you to be able to read it before the Christmas holidays. 
In this issue we have some additional information 
on the conference being organized in Brussels in 
January on constitutional and institutional change in 
the EU. You will also find reports from the TEPSA 
Pre-Presidency conference in Slovenia, a workshop 
in London on meeting the Lisbon challenge in a 
globalised world and a conference in Ankara on the 
ENP and the Southern Mediterranean. A number of 
new publications are also included, including a PhD 
thesis on euroscepticism and a conference volume 
on the first round of EU enlargement, 1969-74.

As a special Christmas treat, we have included 
at the end of this issue a list of literature on the 
Lisbon Treaty. This includes consolidated versions 
of the Treaty in four languages, as well as a list of 
secondary literature.

Finally, we wish you all a Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year!

Best wishes from Stockholm,

Gunilla and Martin
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Editor’s Column Upcoming Events and Activities

Workshop: Constitutional and 
Institutional Change in the EU: Wider 
Europe, Deeper Integration?
Place: Brussels
Date: 17 January 2008
Contact: Sonia Piedrafita (s.piedrafita@
eipa.eu)

Programme

9.45-10: Registration and coffee

10-10.30: Welcome and introduction (Ed-
ward Best, Brigid Laffan and Wolfgang 
Wessels)

10.30-11.45: History (Wilfried Loth), Me-
thod (Thomas Christiansen/Christine Reh), 
The Democratic principles (Simona Piatto-
ni), The Charter of Fundamental Rights (Pe-
tra Roter). Followed by discussion chaired 
by Wolfgang Wessels.

12 – 13: Decision-making (Edward Best/
Pierpaolo Settembri), Institutional leader-
ship (John Peterson), Flexibility (Wolfgang 
Wessels / Funda Tekin). Followed by dis-
cussion chaired by Brigid Laffan.

(continued on the next page) 

Reminders
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Upcoming Events and Activities

Competitiveness, globalization 
and cohesion: Priorities of the 

Slovenian EU Presidency

Ljubljana, 3-4 December 2007

Pre-Presidency Conference organized by TEPSA 
in collaboration with the Centre of International 

Relations, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of 
Ljubljana.

In January 2008, Slovenia will be the first new mem-
ber state to take up the challenging task of the EU 
presidency. Fingers crossed that its six months at the 
helm of the Union are remembered to have been as 
successful as its pre-presidency conference! 

The conference was very well attended, with a high-
ranking Slovenian speaker on each panel, very inter-
esting commentators from a variety of backgrounds, 
and a large number of representatives from embas-
sies, academic institutions and Slovenian civil serv-
ice in the auditorium. Usually on ministerial level, 
the keynote speech was delivered by the minister of 
foreign affairs Dimitrij Rupel.

Following the opening session, which introduced 
the main priorities and challenges for the Sloveni-
an presidency, four panels were dedicated to issues 
figuring particularly high on the presidency’s priori-
ties list, starting with the integration of the Western 
Balkan countries in the EU. As the participants of 
the discussion agreed, Slovenia is very well placed 
to successfully advance this agenda. However, the 
overall record of its presidency will also depend on 
its management of the most delicate issue in the area, 
the future of Kosovo.   

The next panel, dedicated to enhancing the competi-
tiveness of the European economy, featured two very 
strong introductions by Slovenian representatives, 
minister Ziga Turk of the Government Office for 
Growth, and Janez Potocnik, member of the Euro-

Reports from EU-Consent Activities

Event: EU-CONSENT Lecture by Loukas 
Tsoukalis on ’Global, Social and Political 
Europe‘
Place: University of Potsdam
Date: 22 January 2008
Contact: Katja Lass-Lennecke (lasslenn@
uni-potsdam.de)

Event: First Workshop of the Task Force 
Research Frame
Place: Brussels
Date: 20 December 2007
Contact: Gaby Umbach (gaby.umbach@
uni-koeln.de)

14 – 15.15: External Relations/Security 
(Michele Comelli, Simon Duke), Enlarge-
ment and Neighbourhood (Barbara Lippert, 
Sonia Piedrafita), Social Policy (Gaby Um-
bach), Justice and Home Affairs (Brendan 
Donnelly). Followed by discussion chaired 
by Edward Best.

15.30 – 16: The Lisbon Treaty in a theoreti-
cal perspective (Brigid Laffan and Imogen 
Sudbery)

16 – 16.30: Final conclusions and further 
proceeding/timetable (Edward Best, Brigid 
Laffan and Wolfgang Wessels)
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Reports from EU-Consent Activities

pean Commission. Academic participants at the con-
ference acknowledged the presidency’s attitudes to-
wards globalisation (“time to shape, not just respond 
to globalisation”) and competitiveness, education 
and R&D-related policies, noting the advantage of 
Slovenia and some other new member states in not 
being held back by excessive political and ideologi-
cal baggage.

More of an academic domain, the following panel 
focussed on the forthcoming revision of EU expend-
iture with Iain Begg of the LSE delivering a scathing 
critique of the current structure of EU expenditure. 
The conclusions of the discussion were rather pessi-
mistic in that most participants emphasised both the 
inadequacy of the current spending structure and the 
extreme difficulty of any far-reaching reform of the 
Union’s budgetary policy.  

In a more optimistic spirit, the closing session of the 
conference was dedicated to the ratification of the 
Reform (“Lisbon“)  Treaty. Even though all panelists 
agreed that the new treaty is far from perfect, it was 
seen as a good compromise. In the final speech of 
the conference, TEPSA chairperson and EU-CON-
SENT co-ordinator Wolfgang Wessels welcomed it 
as a clear improvement as compared to the Treaty of 
Nice and a sound basis for the future functioning of 
the EU. 

The Slovenian pre-presidency conference was a very 
successful and representative event with many inter-
esting and stimulating discussions, and it has shown 
the upcoming presidency in a very promising light.   

Jan Váska, 
Faculty of Social Sciences, Charles University in 
Prague

Bridging the delivery gap - 
meeting the Lisbon challenge 

in a globalised world

London, 21 November 2007

Workshop organized by WP VI ‘Economic and 
Social Policies’

The purpose of the meeting was to present academic 
findings from the EU-CONSENT network to an au-
dience composed mainly of UK-based policy-mak-
ers and practitioners and to facilitate debate between 
the academics and the stakeholders present. This aim 
was successfully achieved and there were lively ex-
changes of views throughout the workshop. From 
the EU-CONSENT side, individuals from nine part-
ners and nine different countries took part.

The meeting opened with a debate between the UK 
Minister for Europe, Jim Murphy, and Jacques Le 
Cacheux (Université de Pau et des Pays de l’Adour 
and team leader of EU-CONSENT Team 20) about 
EU economic reform priorities. It continued with 
sessions on skills and ‘flexicurity’ in which the Dan-
ish researcher Jorgen Mortensen (CEPS and leader 
of EU-CONSENT Team 19), spoke alongside the 
UK ambassador to Denmark, offered contrasting 
insights into policy options and the transferability 
of the Danish social model to other EU countries. A 
tentative conclusion is that you need Danes to make 
the Danish model work.

The focus then turned to reform of the EU budget 
with introductory talks from Friedrich Heinemann 
(Centre for European Economic Research, ZEW and 
co-leader of EU-CONSENT Team 18) and Maurizio 
Greganti of the Italian Foreign Ministry. The dis-
cussion highlighted some of the conflicting demands 
for change and led to a lively discussion of the Hein-
emann proposal to split the EU budget much more 
explicitly into two ‘baskets’ of spending on, respec-
tively, EU public goods and distributive policies.
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A more wide-ranging discussion in the final session 
explored future directions for reform of single mar-
ket policies and of the Lisbon strategy. It was intro-
duced by Jacques Pelkmans (College d’ Europe and 
co-leader of EU-CONSENT Team 15) and by Iain 
Begg (leader of EU-CONSENT Work Package VI). 
With further revisions of the Lisbon strategy due to 
be agreed in the first half of 2008, the discussion af-
forded a timely opportunity to debate the future ar-
rangements for the  governance of the supply-side of 
the EU economy.

The meeting provided a worthwhile opportunity for 
researchers from WP VI to engage with policy-mak-
ers from a wide range of backgrounds. In a message 
sent subsequently from the Foreign Office official 
responsible for co-organising the meeting, he stated 
that the exchanges were stimulating and useful and 
that he looked forward to further collaboration.

Iain Begg 
LSE

The European Neighbourhood 
Policy and the Southern 

Mediterranean: Drawing from 
the Lessons of Enlargement

Ankara, 23 November 2007

Conference organised by Team 25 (EU Widening 
and the ENP) under ‘External Relations’ (WP VII).

This conference was co-organized by the Istituto Af-
fari Internazionali (IAI), Rome, and the Center for 
European Studies-Middle East Technical Universi-
ty (CES-METU), Ankara. After the welcoming re-
marks by Gianni Bonvicini (IAI) and Atila Eralp 
(CES-METU), the first session focused on the pros-
pects, limits, and opportunities of the Action Plans 
and the Neighbourhood Policy. Speakers Roberto 
Aliboni (IAI) and Roderick Pace (University of 
Malta), while stating the shortcomings of the ENP, 

emphasized the possibilities for the policy. Whereas 
Hiski Haukkala (Finnish   Institute of International 
Affairs), emphasized the Russian challenge to the 
Union’s objectives and modes of operation. The first 
session of the conference drew attention to the Eu-
ropean perspective on the ENP and the second ses-
sion gave voice to the perspectives from the South 
on the ENP. In the latter three countries’ perspectives 
(Egypt, Algeria and Israel) were illustrated by Amel 
Boubekeur (CEPS), Sharon Pardo (The Centre for 
the Study of European Politics and Society, Ben-
Gurion University of the Negev) and Allessandra 
Nervi, (University of Trier) on behalf of Ahmed 
Farouk Ghoneim, (University of Cairo). This ses-
sion particularly highlighted the criticisms towards 
the ENP and the European counterparts’ policies to-
wards the regional countries with special focus on 
the “shared values” rhetoric and the scope of the 
ENP.  Both the discussants in the sessions and the 
open debate following the discussants’ remarks, un-
derlined the diminishing credibility of the EU in the 
region, frustration in the relations between Europe 
and the Mediterranean Partners in relation to the co-
lonial and imperial legacies, and specificities of the 
Action Plans.

Cross Working Group on Enlargement

In conjunction with the Team 25 conference, IAI and 
CES-METU also organised an EU-CONSENT Cross 
Working Group on Enlargement and the ENP. The 
discussion opened with a presentation by Meliha 
Benli Altunisik, Professor at the Department of In-
ternational Relations at METU. She argued that the 
developments of EU-Turkey relations have affected 
1) Turkey’s policy towards the Mediterranean and 
the Middle East; and 2) the way Southern Mediter-
ranean and Middle East countries perceive Turkey. 
She argued that the result of this process has been a 
progressive convergence and synergy between Tur-
key and the EU on Middle East issues. In addition, 
the growing interest of Turkey in the Mediterrane-
an-Middle East region has also been mirrored by 

Reports from EU-CONSENT Activities
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On his part, Wolfango Piccoli, Analyst on Europe 
and Asia at the Eurasia Group in London, stressed 
the fact that even though the EU has an ambivalent 
attitute vis-à-vis Turkey’s accession to the Union, 
foreign investors are confident in the country.

The debate that followed touched on many important 
issues, such as the reason for the shift in Turkey’s 
Middle East policy, the AKP’s vision of the Middle 
East and the suggestions for an increased security 
role and cooperation with the EU for Turkey in the 
Middle East.

Michele Comelli
Istituto Affari Internazionali

Cigdem Ustun
CES-METU

Reports on EU-CONSENT Activities

the strong interest in Turkey on the part of the Arab 
countries. 

The intervention by Ettore Greco, deputy director 
at IAI, argued that the process of convergence of 
Turkey with the EU is continuing, even independ-
ently from the slowness of the accession negotia-
tions. However, he warned that if a breakthrough in 
the Cyprus issue does not happen, accession nego-
tiations will not be helpful. According to him, the 
EU ambivalence towards Turkey’s EU membership, 
as well as the open opposition on the part of some 
leading political figures, such as French President 
Nicolas Sarkozy, is dangerous. According to Ettore 
Greco’s view, the following four areas of EU-Tur-
key relations are very significant for the Southern 
Mediterranean countries:

Turkey’s accession to the EU (the credibility of 1. 
the EU is at stake);
Further progress in the political dialogue with 2. 
Turkey;
Turkey and the EU should tackle the problem of 3. 
the visa facilitation agreement (this is an impor-
tant indication of the Southern Mediterranean 
countries;
Turkey’s institutional and constitutional reform 4. 
can offer interesting examples for Southern 
Mediterranean countries

Turkey’s new approach to the Mediterranean-Middle 
East region can have positive results on EU-Turkey 
relations. Ettore Greco concluded his intervention 
with a transatlantic note, saying that Turkish foreign 
policy, notably with regard to the Middle East, is 
nowadays much closer to the EU than to the US.

In the first of the interventions of the discussants, 
Burcu Gültekin Punsmann, Research Fellow at 
the CES-METU, argued that the increased role of 
Turkey in the Middle East should be explained more 
with the rapprochement with Israel and with the in-
centives coming from the US, rather than with the 
EU pressure. 
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committees seem to increase somehow the executive 
discretion of the Commission. This paper looks into 
the extent to which the function of the implementing 
committees, as a tool to control the Commission 
when exercising its delegated powers by the national 
representatives, is losing relevance after enlargement, 
with the Commission gaining capacity to influence 
the policy outcomes in ways that depart from the 
preferences of the member governments. The paper 
is available on Web-CONSENT at: http://www.eu-
consent.net/content.asp?contentid=1521.

Conference volume on the first round of 
enlargement, 1969-1974

In October 2005, EU-
CONSENT Team 2 (Visions 
from the past) of WP II/
III (Theories) organised a 
conference at the University of 
Groningen. The contributions 
at that conference have now 
been published in the volume 
Beyond the Customs Union: 
the European Community’s 
Quest for Completion, Deepening and Enlargement, 
1969-1974 (Bruylant, Brussels 2007), edited by Jan 
van der Harst. 

The sixteen contributions of this volume demonstrate 
that the qualification of the period in question as the 
’dark ages’, as it has often been called since the late 
80’s, is strongly misleading. Rather than emphasising 
the crisis, several chapters highlight the innovative 
developments during these years, like the start of 
the Community’s regional, social and educational 
policies (Antonio Varsori/Lorenzo Mechi and 
Simone Paoli) and the emergence of a European 
public sphere, characterised by a growing similarity 
of news coverage by the media in the EC member 
states (Jan-Henrik Meyer). 

From other chapters, it appears that even some of the 

New PhD Thesis

Catharina Sørensen has 
recently published her PhD 
thesis entitled Euroscepticism 
- a conceptual analysis and 
a longitudinal cross-country 
examination of public scepticism 
towards the European Union 
(Institute for Political Science, 
Copenhagen University, 2007). 
This PhD thesis examines 

public euroscepticism, the new veto player in the 
European integration process, whose seemingly 
multifarious nature has thus far escaped systematic 
conceptualisation. By conducting a three-level 
concept analysis, the thesis examines the extent to 
which, and how, euroscepticism is multifaceted. The 
result is a four-fold typology: Euroscepticism can be 
’economic‘, ’sovereignty-based‘, ’democratic‘ and/
or ’social‘ in nature. These four types are subsequently 
examined in three case countries, Denmark, France, 
and the United Kingdom. The diverse portraits 
and patterns that result are argued to present the 
EU with a ’win-lose dilemma of euroscepticism‘, 
which explains how initiatives that the Union has 
undertaken in recent years have simultaneously 
increased scepticism in some member states and 
reduced it in others. In conclusion, it is shown how 
the typology improves the cumulability of empirical 
and theoretical contributions to the study of EU 
attitudes, and how it explains the popular setting with 
regard to events on the Union‘s agenda. The thesis 
can be purchased at http://akademiskboghandel.dk/.

New EU-CONSENT Occasional Paper

Sonia Piedrafita has recently published an EU-
CONSENT Occasional Paper entitled The Impact of 
Enlargement on Comitology Committees: A New Role 
for the Commission? The arrival of the new member 
states has made little difference to the way in which 
decisions are taken, nor indeed to the ability of the 
comitology system to achieve outcomes. However, 
the changes taking place in the implementation 

New Publications
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New Publications

European problems of the time were less bleak than 
has often been assumed in the literature. True, the 
relationship with the Americans was stiff, but this 
gave the European governments a chance to search 
for an autonomous identity to profile themselves vis-
à-vis third countries (Ine Megens, Claudia Hiepel 
and Pascaline Winand). True, the start of EPC was 
difficult, but the European governments worked 
closely together in the Helsinki process within the 
framework of the Conference on Security and Co-
operation in Europe (Angela Romano). True, Britain 
turned out to be an ’awkward partner’, but at several 
moments it also showed determination to become 
a committed member, for example in its actions to 
promote defence co-operation on a European level 
(Melissa Pine, Helen Parr and David Burigana/
Pascal Deloge). True, the EC was criticised for its 
heterogeneity and institutional weakness, but this 
did not prevent it from expanding and cultivating 
the ’acquis communautaire’, the corpus of European 
treaties and rules, which bound the member states 
and the acceding states tightly together (Morten 
Rasmussen). True, European integration was an 
elitist phenomenon and was criticised for its lack of 
democratic legitimacy, but there were also attempts 
made to intensify relations with the European 
citizens, for example through the drafting of the 
Tindemans report (Jürgen Nielsen-Sikora). True, 
Franco-German leadership was lacking when the 
1973 energy crisis hit Europe, but soon afterwards 
the newly appointed President Giscard d’Estaing 
and Federal Chancellor Schmidt joined hands and 
developed initiatives to get Europe going, thereby 
benefiting from the groundwork done by their 
predecessors (Wilfried Loth). 

Having said this, it would be wrong to assume that 
the research done for this volume has focused only 
on these “dynamic” integrationist developments and 
neglected the downsides. Fernando Guirao heavily 
criticises the lukewarm stance of the European 
Commission towards the developing process of 
democratisation in Spain in the final years of the 
Franco regime. Guido Thiemeyer shows how 

difficult it was to reform the Common Agricultural 
Policy, in spite of pressures from various sides 
(especially from the Commission itself) to make 
this happen. Lucia Coppolaro gives an elaborate 
impression of US incomprehension and criticism of 
the way the EC handled the Euro-Atlantic relations 
and the first enlargement of the Community. At 
times, the divided Europe was not treated as a serious 
partner by the Nixon administration. Furthermore, 
even the innovative and progressive developments, 
mentioned in the preceding paragraph, all had their 
shady sides. To give a few examples: the whole 
European identity discussion was characterised by 
fundamental internal differences - mainly between 
Atlanticists and Europeanists - differences which 
were also visible in the diluted text that finally saw 
the light; the ’acquis communautaire’ bound the 
member states and the acceding states together, but 
at regular intervals national governments sought 
to ignore or even roll back the acquis, sometimes 
with considerable success; Tindemans looked 
for ways to strengthen the concept of a Citizen’s 
Europe, but the actual report he drafted in 1976 got 
an extremely lukewarm reception in the member 
states; European social and regional policies were 
thoroughly discussed at the time and gained a firm 
place on the EC agenda, but in practice most of the 
national governments proved unwilling to supply 
the necessary financial means to make these policies 
a serious communitarian matter; the same could 
be said of educational policy - despite all the good 
intentions, national reflexes still prevailed.
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Literature on the Lisbon Treaty

Consolidated versions of the Lisbon 
Treaty

The following is a list of consolidated versions of 
the Lisbon Treaty.

English Versions:

Peadar ó Broin, Irish Institute for European Affairs, 
available at: http://www.iiea.com/images/managed/
publications_attachments/consolidated_treaties_
draft.pdf

Steve Peers, Statewatch, available at: http://www.
statewatch.org/euconstitution.htm

French Versions:

Assemblée Nationale, available at: http://www.
assemblee-nationale.fr/13/pdf/rap-info/i0439.pdf

Spanish Versions:

Real Instituto Elcano, available at: http://www.
realinstitutoelcano.org/wps/portal/rielcano/
FuturoEuropa/TratadodeLisboa2007

German version:

Compiled by a German law student. available at: 
http://www.reformvertrag2007.eu/

Secondary literature on the Lisbon 
Treaty

Andrew Duff, Financial Times, ’Seating Plan: 
New rules for the European Parliament’. Published: 
25 October 2007. Available at: http://www.ft.com/
cms/s/9a6eac52-82dd-11dc-b042-000779fd2ac,_i_
email=y.html.

Florence Deloche Gaudez (Science-Po Paris), Le 
veto, les peuples et les mots - les problèmes que le 
traité réformateur ne règle pas. Available at: http://
www.portedeurope.org/spip.php?article3544.

Brendan Donnelly (Director, Federal Trust), Reform 
Treaty: small step or giant leap? Available at: 
http://www.fedtrust.co.uk/uploads/Commentary1_
October_07.pdf.

John Palmer (Council Member, Federal Trust), 
Perspectives for the European Union after the 
Lisbon European Council. Available at: www.
fedtrust.co.uk/uploads/Commentary2_October_07.
pdf.

Centrum für Europäische Politik (CEP), 
Gegenueberstellung Verfassung Stand, Oktober 
2007 endgueltig. Available at: http://www.cep.eu/
fileadmin/user_upload/Kurz-Analysen/Vergleich_
Reformver t r ag_-_Ver t r ag_von_Nizza_-_
Verfassung/Gegenueberstellung_Verfassung_
Stand_Oktober_2007_endgueltig.pdf.

Michal Deja and Heike Baddenhausen, 
Wissenschaftliche Dienste, Deutscher Bundestag, 
Der Vertrag von Lissabon und die Ioannina-Klausel 
(23.10.2007). Available at: http://www.bundestag.
de/bic/analysen/2007/Der_Vertrag_von_Lissabon_
und_die_Ioannina-Klausel.pdf.

Sarah Seeger and Layla Yüzen, CAP aktuell 
13/2007, ’Und nun Blick nach vorn! Bilanz 
des Lissabon-Gipfels am 18./19. Oktober 
2007’. Available at: http://www.cap.lmu.de/
download/2007/CAP-Aktuell-2007-13.pdf.

Steve Peers (University of Essex), Statewatch 
analysis 5 (12 October 2007), ’EU Reform Treaty, 
Analysis of the amended text of the draft Reform 
Treaty’. Available at: http://www.statewatch.org/
euconstitution.htm.

Europolitics, Special Edition,  N° 3407 (7 November 
2007), Treaty of Lisbon. Here is what changes! 
Available at: http://www.europolitics.info/web/
external-file/pdf/gratuit_en/Europolitics_3407_
special_treaty.pdf.
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Literature on the Lisbon Treaty

Sebastian Kurpas et.al., Joint Study CEPS, 
EGMONT and EPC (November 2007), The Treaty of 
Lisbon: Implementing the Institutional Innovations. 
Available at: http://shop.ceps.eu/BookDetail.
php?item_id=1554.

Graham Avery et.al., European Policy Centre, 
Challenge Europe, Issue 17 (December 2007), 
’The people’s project? The new EU Treaty and 
the prospects for future integration’. Available at: 
http://www.epc.eu/PDF/CE17.pdf.

Thierry Chopin, Lorraine de Brabois, Pauline 
Desmaret, Mathilde Durant and Xavier-
Alexandre Reliant, Foundation Robert Schuman, 
The Lisbon Treaty in 10 information sheets. 
Available at http://www.robert-schuman.org/tout-
comprendre-sur-le-traite-de-lisbonne.php: 

To what purpose the Lisbon Treaty?1. 
How will the European Union work with the 2. 
Lisbon Treaty?
How will decisions be taken in a Union with 27 3. 
members?
The Lisbon Treaty and citizens‘ power in the 4. 
European Union
Who is responsible for what? 5. 
The Lisbon Treaty and the area of freedom, 6. 
security and justice
The Lisbon Treaty and economic issues7. 
The Lisbon Treaty and social issues8. 
The Lisbon Treaty and the enlargement policy9. 
The Lisbon Treaty and the Union‘s external 10. 
action

Jean-Dominique Giuliani, Foundation Robert 
Schuman, Comprendre le Conseil européen et 
le traité de Lisbonne (12/11/2007). Available at: 
http://robert-schuman.eu/doc/questions_europe/qe-
83-fr.pdf.

Thierry Chopin and Lukás Macek, Foundation 
Robert Schuman, Le traité réformateur : vers 
une Union européenne politique? (05/11/2007). 
Available at: http://robert-schuman.eu/doc/
questions_europe/qe-78-fr.pdf.

Christa Tobler and Jacques Beglinger, The EU 
following the Reform Treaty and Charts on the 
Reform Treaty in addition to the book: Essential 
EC Law in Charts. Available at: http://www.beg.ch/
ec-charts/pdf/WC_ECcharts-02a-Reform_Treaty_
V10_2007-12-08.pdf.

Wolfgang Wessels and Anne Faber, Integration 
(04/2007), ’Vom Verfassungskonvent zurück 
zur ’Methode Monnet‘? Die Entstehung der 
’Road Map‘ zum Reformvertrag unter deutscher 
Ratspräsidentschaft’.

Wolfgang Wessels and Anja Thomas, in Visions 
d´Europe, Geremek, Bronislaw / Picht, Robert. 
(eds.), Odile Jacob, Paris 2007, ’L´opportunité de 
la crise. Inventaire et analyse des scénarios pour 
l´avenir de l´Union européenne’.

Wolfgang Wessels and Anne Faber, Politische 
Vierteljahresschrift, 47. Jg. (2006), ’Strategien 
und institutionelle Perspektiven nach der 
Verfassungskrise: ’Funktionalistische‘ und 
’institutionalistische‘ Wege zu einem neuen 
europäischen Verhandlungspaket’.
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